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Below are 10 Must-Have Digital Marketing Tools that will save you 
time, help generate leads, and book more appointments.  
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EMAIL ACCOUNT 
MANAGEMENT 

Circleback
An awesome contact management tool! This is a tool that makes 
you more productive with its patented technology. Circleback 
discovers when your contacts change jobs / titles / phones  
or work emails and will alert you with this change, and, it  
automatically captures email signatures and turns them into 
contacts. The tool even allows you to scan business cards for 
quickly adding connections.
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http://www.circleback.com
http://www.vectorfirm.com
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COMMUNICATION 

2 Join.Me
Just like gotomeeting, join.me allows you to do screen sharing 
for running demos, webinars, or video conferencing. It’s really 
easy to set up and offers a fully functioning version for free. 

Zoom.us
Zoom is another example of a great tool that enables you to do 
video and audio conferencing, for online meetings or training. 
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http://zoom.us
http://join.me
http://www.vectorfirm.com
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WEBINARS

4 WebinarNinja
WebinarNinja is a terrific tool for setting up an automated 
webinar (in as little as 10 seconds)! Create a presentation and 
upload it to WebinarNinja, record the presentation, and then 
make it evergreen so the whole thing runs on auto-pilot. It’s an 
incredibly powerful way to automate your lead generation 
efforts.

http://www.webinarninja.com
http://www.vectorfirm.com
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SHARING

5 Pocket
Pocket is all about allowing you to create a library of content 
resources you can share and use later. In their own words, 
“When you find something you want to view later, put it in 
Pocket.” Curating and sharing content is a great way to reach 
your prospects and earn their trust. 

Buzzsumo
Understanding what content is going viral and what content is 
being shared is another strategy for positioning yourself as the 
perceived expert. Buzzsumo does just that. You enter a keyword 
and Buzzsumo will show you the most popular articles found on 
that subject being shared on social media at the time. Seriously!
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http://www.buzzsumo.com
http://www.getpocket.com
http://www.vectorfirm.com
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GRAPHIC 
DESIGN

7 Canva
If you’re not a graphic designer, or don’t have one on your team, 
you will absolutely love this tool! Building professional graphics 
is a breeze with Canva’s “Drag-and-Drop” design tool. 
Whether you need social media graphics, infographics, 
brochures, sell sheets even social media covers, you can do it 
all with Canva. (This tool is a real game-changer!)

http://www.canva.com
http://www.vectorfirm.com
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GENERATION AND 
PROSPECTING 

8 Calendly.com
Calendly helps you schedule meetings without the back-and-
forth emails. Tell Calendly your availability preferences and it’ll 
do the work for you. Simply share your Calendly links via email 
or embed it on your website and customers choose the best 
time and day to contact you. You won’t believe how much time 
you get back!

Doodle.com
Similar to Calendly, Doodle lets you schedule meetings with 
multiple people all at once. You suggest date, time, and location 
options and Doodle sends it to your email group. With the  
invitation, participants can select their preferences. (They don’t 
even need an account). 
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http://www.doodle.com
http://www.calendly.com
http://www.vectorfirm.com
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SURVEYS

10 SurveyMonkey
If you’ve never used it, give Survey Monkey a try. It allows you 
to easily build surveys for customers, employees, or co-workers. 
Surveys are great for collecting feedback, discovering trends, 
understanding what your customers know or don’t know  
about your business and more.  SurveyMonkey comes with  
professional templates that may be easily customized or start 
fresh with your own. 

http://www.surveymonkey.com
http://www.vectorfirm.com
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FOR ENGAGEMENT

Outgrow.co
Helps you create outcome surveys, calculators and quizzes. 
These highly engaging tools allow you to build trust by  
answering your customer’s most pressing questions. 

FOR INTERACTIVE PRESENTATIONS

SLI.DO
The Ultimate Q&A and Polling Platform for Company Meetings 
and Events — Sli.Do is the must have tool for increasing audience 
participation at your next meeting. 

Need Help? Click Here to Learn more about 
Vector Firm's Digital Marketing Services

http://www.vectorfirm.com/discover-the-benefits/
http://sli.do
http://outgrow.co



